Luxury Collection
Greek Island Resort Vacations
Here is a sample of a lifetime discovery of the
Greek Islands.
Highlights

Islander 3: Rhodes / Crete – 3 nights
3 nights Sheraton 5-Star * 3 nights Blue Palace

Overview
Lifetime Discovery staff will welcome you for this vacation of a lifetime to discover RHODES AND CRETE for a
luxury vacation born of top service, gourmet food and exquisite lodgings. You will spend 3 nights at each divinely
designed health spas, nightlife and the glory of the blue seas will capture your eyes and pass the time in a
whirlwind. Your trip begins with a blank canvas waiting to be painted; the details of every Lifetime Discovery
program are up2U. Allow us to design the luxury vacation on your own terms and have the time of your life.
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Rhodes
Sheraton 5-Star
3 nights

Welcome to RHODES, the biggest Greek island in
the

Dodecanese

archipelago

and,

along

Santorini and Mykonos, one of the most famous
islands of Greece.
Rhodes boasts the most modern hotels, all prepared
to captivate the visitor to the island, known also as
the « Island of Roses ».
The Sheraton Hotel is a magnificent 5-star
accommodation for your vacation on Rhodes. Bask
in the sun and se, and delight in the service while
using the reenergizing pools of this beachside
resort—a short drive from the medieval
treasures of Old Town Rhodes.
The natural beauty of the island and the
monuments from her long and often turbulent
history, make it a popular place for a multi-night
sojourn.

Besides the magnificent beaches and

nightlife,

discover

the

warm

hospitality

generously offered by the people of Rhodes that
make it an excellent destination for everyone.
Added values provided by Lifetime Discovery
await to surprise each vacationer with unexpected
treats.
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Crete
Blue Palace Hotel
3 nights

Crete is the largest island in Greece. About 250 km
wide, Elounda is on the west and Chaina on the east.
Elounda, known as the “Riviera of Greece”,

is a city

famed for its beautiful hotels, with very sophisticated
clientele, gourmet restaurants, and an exceptionally
high level of service.
Nestled on the famed coast of Elounda on the Island of
Crete, this luxury beachfront resort offers emblematic
views to the relics of Spinalonga Island. Blue Palace is a
luxury resort in Greece with exceptional charm,
architecture and style, Blue Palace Resort & Spa is the
perfect hideaway to combine authentic island deluxe
accommodations, the finest award winning cuisine and
a soothing retreat for the senses. We invite you to
discover an enchanting island in Greece.
As an added value, Lifetime Discovery

offers to

provide a private boat ride from Elounda to
Spinalonga, the island of Crusader castles , which tells
a unique story made internationally popular as the
location of “The Island”, a bestseller by Victoria
Hislop soon to become a TV series .

Have a safe trip home and come back soon!

Return home from your stay in Crete and the Greek
Islands with a once-in-a-lifetime discovery.

Over 60 luxury hotels to choose from!!
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